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Abstract—Recent research and development has been incredibly successful at advancing the capabilities for vacuum electronic
device (VED) sources of powerful terahertz (THz) and near-THz
coherent radiation, both CW or average and pulsed. Currently,
the VED source portfolio covers over 12 orders of magnitude in
power (mW-to-GW) and two orders of magnitude in frequency
(from 0 1 to 10 THz). Further advances are still possible and
anticipated. They will be enabled by improved understanding of
fundamental beam-wave interactions, electromagnetic mode competition and mode control, along with research and development of
new materials, fabrication methods, cathodes, electron beam alignment and focusing, magnet technologies, THz metrology and advanced, broadband output radiation coupling techniques.
Index Terms—High power terahertz (THz) radiation, terahertz
(THz), vacuum electronic devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NTEREST in new, more powerful, coherent sources of terahertz (THz) radiation
Hz has recently
resurged, fueled by advances in fabrication and device physics
modeling, emergence of new security threats and popular interest in biomedical technologies [1]–[8]. Potential applications
include high data rate communications, concealed weapon or
threat detection, remote high resolution imaging, chemical spectroscopy, materials research, deep space research and communications, basic biological spectroscopy and biomedical diagnostics. As discussed in numerous recent review articles, e.g., [3],
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[9] and other articles in this issue, significant opportunities exist
for development of new sources, based on both classical and
quantum electronic principles. This article reviews recent advances and achievements in THz-regime vacuum electronic devices (VEDs). Although quantum theory models of some VEDs
have been developed and used with some measure of success,
all VEDs can be explained with purely classical models and that
is the approach taken in this paper.
All classical electronic sources of coherent electromagnetic
radiation rely on the common physical principle of converting
the kinetic energy of an electron current into electromagnetic
field energy [10]. In solid state electronic devices, the electron stream is a conduction (ohmic, collisional) current whereas
in vacuum electronic devices (VEDs) the current is a convection (ballistic, collisionless) current. Thus, the electron transport
medium—semiconductor versus vacuum—represents the most
fundamental difference between solid state and vacuum electronic devices, respectively. Especially for high power devices
needing high power electron currents, the vacuum is a “perfect material” [11]. Electrons moving in a vacuum encounter
no scattering. Consequently, VEDs are intrinsically superior at
handling high power or high power density [3], [10], [12]. Development of VED sources of THz radiation has, therefore, primarily focused on applications calling for either high average
power or high average power density, i.e., relatively high power
in a compact package and usually with the highest achievable
device efficiencies. There are, of course, tradeoffs. The most significant ones include the requirement with VEDs for a three-dimensional, vacuum-tight enclosure and a typical requirement
for magnetic fields to confine or control the electron beam.
Vacuum electronic sources of coherent electromagnetic radiation all share the common elements of an electron beam and a
vacuum and thus, they also require a cathode, a collector, and
vacuum windows. All VEDs share the need for an electromagnetic radiation output-coupling port or window and VED amplifiers require a means to couple radiation into the device. They
all share a common physics: electromagnetic radiation fields
are generated by electronic charges with time-varying currents,
either due to time-varying velocities (acceleration) or currents
with time-varying charge densities, or both. The mathematical
description of this principle can be expressed for a single charge
in terms of the Larmor formula for the power radiated by an accelerated charge [13]
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or the non-relativistic version

(2)
where is the charge, is the speed of light, is the relativistic
Lorentz energy parameter and is the charge’s velocity vector,
normalized by the speed of light.
For a collection of electrons constituting a current, Maxwell’s
equations show that a time-varying current (more precisely, it’s
time-derivative) and/or spatiotemporal variations in the electron
charge density generate electromagnetic radiation fields [14],
e.g.,
(3)
where is the electric field, and are space and time variables,
respectively, is electric charge density, is the electric current
density vector and and are the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of the medium, respectively. To establish spatiotemporal variations in the electron density and time-varying
currents at high frequencies (short timescales), VEDs utilize either high frequency electric fields or static magnetic fields. In
the latter case, the static-magnetic-field-induced time-varying
currents are achieved on short timescales either by using very
high magnetic field intensities (gyrotrons) or relativistic electron velocities (free electron lasers or beamline sources). The
challenges of realizing VED sources of THz regime radiation
include, in some cases, precision electromagnetic circuit fabrication and, in all cases, high quality electron beam generation
and control, high-vacuum packaging and management and design complexity [3]. As described in the subsequent sections,
significant progress has been made on each of these issues, aided
by advances in understanding electron optics and electromagnetic physics, computational design and analysis codes and engineering and fabrication technologies.
There are several ways to classify VEDs for purposes of
discussion. For example, in [12], VEDs are distinguished
based upon whether they exploit a Cerenkov (slow-wave),
transition (moving through an inhomogenous medium), or
bremsstrahlung (moving through a periodic deflection force)
mechanism for radiation generation. In this article, we will
divide THz VEDs into two categories: longitudinal and transverse modulation of the current.
Longitudinal-current-modulation devices use a high frequency electric field to induce a longitudinal modulation to the
electron velocities, parallel to the primary axis of the device.
The resulting longitudinally modulated current drives electromagnetic waves by coupling to the longitudinally polarized
component of the wave’s electric field [c.f (3)]. VED devices
in this category include the conventional variants of klystrons,
extended-interaction klystrons (EIKs), traveling-wave tubes
(TWTs) and backwards-wave oscillators (BWOs). As the electrons enter the interaction portion of the device (the “circuit”),
they encounter a THz-frequency, longitudinally-polarized,
oscillating electric field. The oscillating force polarity of this
electric field produces a stream of electrons with velocity
modulation [9], [15]
(4)
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where is the initial (pre-modulation) electron beam velocity,
is the magnitude of the induced electron velocity modulation
and is the angular frequency of the velocity modulation. In
the absence of collisions, the faster electrons ballistically catch
up to the slower electrons, producing a periodic electron density modulation (bunching) and a strongly modulated electron
beam current. The modulated electron beam current induces
high frequency electromagnetic fields further downstream in
the electromagnetic interaction structure—traveling waves in
(slow-wave) waveguide circuits used in TWTs and BWOs and
standing waves in resonant cavity structures used in klystrons
and EIKs. By proper design of the circuits and judicious choice
of the electron beam velocity or voltage, the phase of the electric field is decelerating at the location or arrival time of the
peak of the electron density bunches, thus yielding significant
net energy transfer from the electron beam to the electromagnetic fields.
Transverse current or deflection modulation devices use
a magnetic field to produce transient electron velocities or
currents in a direction perpendicular to the primary axis of the
device. In accordance with (3), the transverse currents drive
transversely polarized electromagnetic waves. For example,
gyrotrons employ very strong longitudinal magnetic fields to
induce transverse gyro- (or cyclotron) electron orbit currents.
Free electron lasers (FELs) use undulators or wigglers having
periodic transverse magnetic fields, to induce periodic transverse electron wiggle currents. These transverse wiggle currents
also induce longitudinal velocity modulation, which bunches
the electrons, but the wave polarization is primarily transverse,
sourced by the transverse component of the modulated electron
beam current.
Beamline THz sources can fall into either type of category.
First, they prebunch the electron beam at the cathode. Then,
they use energy-dispersive bending magnets (a chicane) to compress the pulses of electron current into extremely short duration (pico- or even femtoseconds). Finally, these short duration
bunches are sent through a thin metallic foil (coherent transition radiation generation by a longitudinally modulated current) or a transverse deflection magnet (coherent synchrotron
radiation generation by a transversely modulated current). Both
approaches produce continuous broadband coherent radiation
whose spectral width is determined by the fourier transform
limit of the bunch duration. Note that one can combine some
of these basic VED concepts to realize “hybrid” types of devices (e.g., gyroklystrons or gyroBWOs), but for THz regime
sources, most of the progress has emphasized the conventional
versions described above. For additional references and details
on the device physics and operating principles of these and other
VEDs, the reader is referred to [10], [15].
Sections II–VII briefly summarize the current status
of research and development of six types of THz VEDs:
BWOs, EIKs, TWTs, gyrotrons, FELs and beamline sources.
Section VIII describes the status of the related technologies of
VED microfabrication and advanced cathodes. A summary and
conclusions are given in Section IX.
II. BACKWARDS–WAVE OSCILLATORS (BWOS)
One of the most established VED sources of THz radiation
is the backwards-wave oscillator (BWO) [10], [16]. A BWO
is a VED that is used to generate microwaves up to the THz
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a BWO with beam voltage V , beam velocity v , backwards wave group velocity v and apparent forward phase velocity v . (b)
! k diagram of the BWO interaction.

0

frequency range. By adjusting the beam voltage, it tunes fully
50
of frequencies. Its
and rapidly over a very wide band
frequency is relatively independent of load impedance and it can
be designed to be exceptionally stable in frequency.
In 1950, Millman [17], [18] discovered and described the phenomenon of generation of microwave oscillations due to the interaction of the electron beam and a backward wave. The name
“BWO” was suggested by Kompfner and Williams [16] and its
principle has been explained by a number of scientists [18]. The
principle of the BWO operation is rather basic [10], [15], [16],
[18]–[22]. As with any oscillator, the BWO must fulfill three
conditions:
— presence of positive feedback;
— balance of the amplitudes;
— balance of phases.
The schematic and dispersion diagram of a BWO (O-type) is
given in Fig. 1.
The heart of a BWO is a periodic slow-wave structure (SWS)
which supports the induced traveling electromagnetic wave. In
the SWS, as in any dispersive transmission line, phase and group
velocities vary with frequency. The fundamental
space
harmonic is a forward wave (the phase velocity
has
the same sign as the group velocity
). The synchronism condition for backward wave interaction is indicated
by the intersection of the beam line of slope
(the beam velocity) with the first backward
space harmonic, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). Gray zones are forbidden zones for radiation and covered by light lines
and
.
Because of the spatial periodicity of the SWS, it is possible
for the forwards traveling electrons to encounter the backwards
traveling wave as a wave with forward phase advance. If the
beam velocity is matched to the (apparent) forward phase velocity of the wave,
, then electron beam bunches will
synchronously and persistently only encounter the decelerating

between each gap in the
phase of the wave’s electric field
SWS. This leads to a net loss of energy in the beam and a growth
of the wave. The wave’s energy, of course, travels backwards
with the group velocity, so the wave growth is in the backward
direction (opposite to the beam’s velocity vector). Thus we have
a closed feedback loop and the BWO is capable of oscillation
providing that either the beam current or the SWS length exceed
the threshold necessary for start oscillation. The wave energy is
extracted through a waveguide coupling port. For additional tutorial discussion of BWO physics, see [10], [15] or [19].
The fact that the beam propagates in the opposite direction to
the growth of the wave means that the beam current bunching
is greatest at the downstream end of the circuit while the wave
amplitude is greatest at the upstream end of the circuit. As a result, conventional THz BWOs are inherently inefficient. To obtain attractive power levels at THz regime frequencies requires
high beam current density, 50 100 A/cm . Moreover, because the wave is a surface wave, the beam must be kept in close
proximity to the structure for the strongest beam-wave interaction. To minimize beam interception and erosion of the circuit,
a very strong magnetic field, produced by permanent magnets,
is used to confine and guide the electron beam.
Small-featured structures that are easy to manufacture and
mechanically stable are required. Robust circuits include the
interdigital line and folded waveguide. At the highest frequencies, the interdigital line becomes very difficult to make
and has insufficient thermal dissipation. Then, slotted-vane or
grating structures are employed to overcome the mechanical
and thermal issues. At frequencies near 1 THz, BWOs provide
mW.
output CW power of
To increase the power level, variants of the conventional
BWO have been developed, including the clinotron [23], [24]
and the orotron [25], [26].1 The clinotron uses a tilted beam
over the slow wave structure and the orotron uses a Fabry-Pérot
cavity of 2 mirrors: the bottom mirror is the SWS combined
with a spherical [25] or a planar [27], [28] top mirror. Clinotrons
have succeeded in producing significantly higher output power
than BWOs due to the improved interaction of the tilted electron
beam with the evanescent surface wave. Orotrons have also
outperformed BWOs due to the larger interaction volume in
open resonator. The reported CW power levels for conventional
BWOs, orotrons and clinotrons are given in Fig. 2. The data
were obtained from [26], [29]–[31].2 In addition, a pulsed
clinotron has demonstrated approximately 1 kW of output at
300 GHz [32].
The BWO is an extremely useful VED source when used with
fast electronically controlled frequency sweeping. BWOs are
used as local oscillators in fast-tuning receivers for low-background astronomy observations and remote sensing [10]. Recently BWOs have been widely used for THz imaging [33], [34]
and spectroscopy [34]–[40]. Because of easy tunability of the
BWO frequency by changing the beam voltage and the ability
to achieve high phase stability with well-regulated beam power
supplies, one can use BWOs for high-frequency phase-sensitive
measurements such as interferometry.
1See also: “Orotron spectroscopy,” Physikalisches Institut Univ. zu Köln.
Available: http://www.astro.uni-koeln.de/node/354 (accessed: 23 April, 2011).
2See also: ELVA-1, Millimeter-wave division. St. Petersburg, Russia. Available: http://www.elva-1.com/pdf/d/10.pdf (accessed: 23 April 2011).
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Fig. 2. Reported CWpower levels for THz and near-THz regime BWOs,
orotrons, and clinotrons.
Fig. 3. Sketch of a typical air-cooled EIK [49].

III. EXTENDED INTERACTION KLYSTRONS (EIKS)
The Extended Interaction Klystron (EIK) is a klystron amplifier utilizing multi-gap resonant cavities. The complementary
Extended Interaction Oscillator (EIO) utilizes a single multi-gap
resonant cavity driven into oscillation when driven by a sufficiently high beam current. Both devices can be used across the
full RF spectrum, however they have been optimized to produce high peak power, high efficiency and high bandwidth at
millimeter wave frequencies and EIKs are actively being developed for the THz regime [41], [42]. This performance is
achieved through the interaction between an electron beam and
the standing wave (zero group velocity) of a resonant slow wave
structure consisting of several periods (interaction gaps) in each
cavity. This extended cavity approach has a number of benefits,
primarily raising the coupling impedance of the cavity enabling
efficient modulation of the electron beam across a broad band.
Distributing the electric field across several gaps within a single
cavity also has the benefit of reducing each gap voltage, reducing the chances of breakdown and arcing. There is, of course,
a practical limit for the number of gaps driven by considerations
such as stability.
The high gain per unit length of the extended interaction circuit reduces the total length of the interaction circuit, simplifying the design of the permanent magnet focusing system typically used for the EIK. The efficiency of the extended interaction
klystron has also been shown to be a factor of four better than an
equivalent single-gap klystron [43]. The resultant EIK is a compact, rugged and reliable device with demonstrated field life in
excess of 60 000 hours [44].
Fig. 3 presents a sketch of an EIK. Electrons are emitted
from the thermionic dispenser cathode and a high convergence
electron gun (1) accelerates and focuses the cylindrical electron
beam through an aperture in the anode. Beyond the anode, the
linear beam, confined by the field of the permanent magnets (2),
passes through a beam tunnel in the center of a series of cavities (3). Each cavity represents a short piece of the resonant
slow-wave structure (SWS) based on a ladder geometry. The
spent electron beam then leaves the circuit and is recovered in
the depressed collector (4). Air, liquid or conduction cooling removes the heat from the EIK.

TABLE I
ACHIEVED EIK PERFORMANCE

A. Current Capabilities of the EIK
The leading manufacturer of high frequency EIK amplifiers
and oscillators is CPI Canada. Since 1965, CPI Canada has
manufactured over 1500 devices of many variants, both CW
and pulsed, operating at frequencies between 18 and 280 GHz.
Table I summarizes the current state of the art of the EIK, operation at 100 GHz and below is considered routine [45].
The EIK concept has proved highly scalable at lower frequencies
220 GHz , both up and down in frequency. This has the
advantage of short design cycle times, as well as preserving a
well proven rugged design. For example, Fig. 4 shows a pair
of conduction cooled EIKs. On the left is a Ka-Band device,
which was derived from the W-Band device on the right, developed for the NASA JPLCloudSat mission [46]. Typical applications at lower frequencies are for communications and at
higher frequencies the EIK is primarily used for radar [45]. EIK
technology is flexible and has been used in a variety of ground
based, airborne and space-based applications.
B. Physical Limitations of the EIK Approach for THz
Applications
300 GHz ,
When moving to frequencies in the THz region
simple scaling as practiced at lower frequencies is not applicable. The dimensions of the RF cavities can indeed be scaled,
but other factors such as conductivity, electron velocity spread
and thermal dissipation become more significant than at lower
frequencies.
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TABLE II
PROJECTED EIK PERFORMANCE

C. Solutions for THz Applications
Fig. 4.

Ka- and W -band conduction cooled EIKs.

1) Electron Beam: To a significant extent, the limits on
THz VED performance are a consequence on the limits and
challenges of producing small diameter, high current, precisely-aligned electron beams [3]. Conventionally, as the RF
circuit gets smaller, a smaller electron beam is used to keep the
beam diameter sufficiently smaller than the device operating
wavelength. However, smaller electron gun dimensions result in
increased electrical stresses within the gun package. Moreover,
for a device with useful life, the current density emitted from
the cathode must be kept within reasonable bounds, placing
limits on the minimum size of the cathode and necessitating the
use of magnetic fields that compress the beam to achieve the
required beam current density. Meanwhile, the beam cannot be
compressed beyond a certain point. As the required beam diameter gets smaller, in order to maintain sufficient current in the
beam to get useful RF output, the space charge forces become
significant. At small diameters, the transverse velocity spread
of the emitted electrons due to thermal emission effects also
becomes significant. The space charge and transverse velocity
spread limit the ultimate diameter of the electron beam. Beam
nonlinearities precipitated by the thermal emission effects also
reduce the coupling to the RF field, reducing performance.
2) Thermal Dissipation: There are two sources of heat within
the EIK circuit that need to be considered: beam interception
and RF losses. As with BWOs, in order to maintain acceptable
coupling impedance, the beam needs to propagate very closely
to the RF circuit because the RF field strength decays rapidly
across the beam tunnel. Combined with the miniature dimensions of a THz RF circuit, minor interception could result in
thermal damage. This makes the tolerances and assembly of the
focusing system critical.
Additional heat is generated by the RF losses within the
cavity. In a typical W-Band EIK, 70% of the RF energy generated in the output cavity is coupled to the output waveguide, the
remaining 30% being dissipated as heat in the circuit. [41] At
THz frequencies this ratio changes rapidly, with more energy
dissipated as heat.
3) Assembly Tolerances: As the RF circuit and beam formation structure become smaller, the mechanical tolerances in the
component manufacturing and assembly operations becomes
more and more significant.

It has been shown [47] that ladder-based RF circuits can be
manufactured using wire EDM or lithographic techniques of
suitable dimensions for use up to 1.1 THz. However, due to
the electronic and thermal limitations discussed above, it is not
anticipated that a traditional bi-periodic ladder based circuit
operating at a -mode will suffice. Novel RF circuit realizations
based on higher order modes have been explored and show
potential for operation up to 700 GHz [41]. The trade-off is to
maintain a rugged mechanical structure for acceptable thermal
performance while maintaining sufficient coupling impedance
with the electron beam and reducing the sensitivity to manufacturing tolerances. There are several factors to consider,
including:
1) formation of a suitable electron beam including reduction
of velocity spread;
2) reduction of ohmic losses (possibly achieved by overmoded operation);
3) improvement of thermal stability.
Electron guns and magnetic focusing circuits [48] have been
designed that focus an electron beam through a beam tunnel of
0.127 mm diameter over a length of 25.4 mm, while keeping
electrical voltage stress within practical limitations. With the
continual development of reliable high current density cathodes
[49], practical electron guns at THz frequencies are realizable.
Further development is possible using multiple or sheet electron beams, cold cathodes and utilizing other microfabrication
techniques [41].
D. Projected EIK Capability at THz Frequencies
Table II shows the projected capability of EIK based devices
in the high MMW and low THz region. Development work is
currently underway to explore the performance of this device at
frequencies up to 1.03 THz [41], [48].
IV. TRAVELING-WAVE TUBES (TWTS)
The TWT is a vacuum device invented in the early 1940s
[50]–[52] for amplification of radio frequency (RF) power. Because of their high power, broad bandwidth, compact size and
high efficiency, applications of TWTs include satellite communications; airborne, ship borne and ground-based radar; jamming; decoy and materials processing.
The TWT amplifies by converting kinetic energy from an
electron beam to an RF electromagnetic wave. A TWT amplifier
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Fig. 5. TWT schematic.

(TWTA) typically consists of two major components, the electronic power conditioner (EPC) and the TWT. The EPC supplies
power to the various TWT components. The TWT amplifies a
low power, RF signal for transmission at significantly higher
power. Its basic components are shown in Fig. 5 and include:
• electron gun to form the electron beam;
• slow-wave circuit to convert electron beam power into RF
output power;
• focusing structure to prevent the electron beam from diverging and intercepting the interaction circuit (typically
magnetic focusing is used);
• collector to recover the spent electron beam;
• vacuum envelope.
For more information on TWT theory, the reader is referred to
[10], [15], [19], [52].
Developing TWTs at THz frequencies is very challenging
because of the required circuit sizes (features in the 10’s of
microns); small, high current density cathodes; high strength,
magnetic circuits with minimal field errors; and precise alignment of the electron gun with the circuit (within a few microns).
There are several researchers tackling these challenges, but with
limited experimental success to date. In fact, to the authors’
knowledge, the only THz TWT experimental demonstration was
completed by Northrop Grumman using a folded waveguide
TWT with regenerative feedback, or a traveling wave tube regenerative oscillator. This is a vacuum electronic device where
the output of a TWT is circulated back to the input to force a
regenerative oscillation. This concept was studied in [53] including computational analyses at 560 GHz, scaled experiments
at 45 GHz and evaluation of microfabrication method tradeoffs. Northrop Grumman later advanced this concept by experimentally demonstrating a peak output power of 50 mW at 656
GHz with 3% duty cycle. By continuous variation of the beam
voltage, the operating frequency was varied between 607–675
GHz, where the frequency was observed to vary in discrete steps
rather than continuously with beam voltage [54]. Fig. 6 shows
the experimental device and the frequency versus voltage response. Gao et al. studied the discrete step response in more
detail in [55] and Cai et al. studied optimization of this design
in [56].
Northrop Grumman is also developing a folded waveguide
TWT amplifier at 670 GHz, designed to deliver 92 mW over
a 52-GHz bandwidth [57] under the DARPA THz Electronics
Program [58]. The ultimate DARPA program goal includes amplifiers at 670, 850 and 1030 GHz with output powers of 63, 25,

Fig. 6. (a) Northrop Grumman TWT regenerative oscillator and (b) frequency
versus voltage performance showing stepwise tuning response [54].

and 10 mW, respectively, with minimum instantaneous bandwidth of 15 GHz.
The European project OPTHER (Optically Driven THz Amplifiers) is focused on the realization of a 1-THz TWT amplifier
[59], [60]. This is a collaboration between European academia
and industry in vacuum electronics. Two alternative schemes
are under study. These are termed the THz Drive Signal Amplifier and the Optically Modulated Beam THz Amplifier. The
first device uses a CW electron beam modulated by the electric field in the interaction structure, which is driven by a THz
signal. The second device proposes to emit bunches of electrons
at the THz rate, which are transmitted to the interaction structure to generate an amplified output signal [61]. The THz Drive
Signal Amplifier is designed to work as a klystron or a TWT.
One of the circuit designs is based on a corrugated waveguide
slow-wave circuit with two parallel corrugations as described in
[62] and [63].
Calabazas Creek Research and University of Wisconsin are
developing a 650-GHz, 180-mW TWT based on a planar, selectively metalized, dielectric ladder type circuit [64]. The electrical and mechanical designs are complete and major components have been fabricated. However, initial attempts to fabricate the slow-wave circuit were unsuccessful.
The helical slow-wave circuit is the most commonly used circuit in TWTs because of its high efficiency and wide bandwidth.
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Unfortunately, in its classic form, it cannot be realized at THz
frequencies. The circuit becomes so small that the classic helix
can no longer be fabricated using conventional methods. To get
around these challenges, Teraphysics has reinvented the classic
helix to be compatible with microfabrication [65], [66] and they
pass the beam around the outside of the helix. Although most of
their work has focused on helical backward wave oscillators,
they are also applying this technology to THz TWTs [65]. Kotiranta et al. are also investigating micro-fabricated helical circuits [67] where a THz TWT has been designed and simulated
for the OPTHER program. Similar to [65] and [68], the helical
slow-wave structure is square in form. Datta et al. investigate
a planar helix compatible with micro-fabrication in [69] where
the beam propagates above the planar helix.
Several researchers have studied metamaterials or photonic
bandgap structures in an effort to enhance the performance
of THz TWTs [70]–[72]. In these works, the researchers attempted to add material enhancements to THz TWTs including
dielectrics, negative-index metamaterials, anisotropic crystals
and photonic bandgap structures. [73]–[75] address the challenges associated with designing electron guns for THz TWTs
and [76] investigates the effect of random slow-wave circuit
fabrication errors on TWT performance. Additional THz TWT
studies can be found in [77]–[80].
Several researchers are developing 220 GHz TWTs where
critical challenges include the fabrication of the interaction circuit, a high current density cathode structure that can be accurately integrated with the circuit and achieving stable highpower electron beam transport. Since these concepts are relevant to progress towards THz devices, we also summarize the
220 GHz work here. Most of the work is funded through the
DARPA High Frequency Integrated Vacuum Electronics (Hi5 GHz
FIVE) [58] program. In this program, the goal is a
bandwidth, 50 W amplifier at 220 GHz.
Based on their success at 656 GHz, Northrup Grumman is
using coupled folded waveguide interaction circuits at 220 GHz
and an electron beam array consisting of five separate beamlets. Micromachined couplers split the input drive signal into
each circuit and combine the output signals into a single waveguide at the output [57], [81]. Shin et al. are developing a sheet
beam TWT [82], [83] using a slow-wave circuit based on a
waveguide with two interdigitated sets of vanes. They have built
two electron guns using a commercially available, high current
density scandate cathode and a nanoparticle tungsten-scandate
cathode. Nguyen et al. [84] are using a novel concept to combine the power from multiple folded waveguide circuits with
multiple beams. The output of each circuit stage is connected to
the input of the next stage. Nguyen have shown computationally that compared to a conventional, single-beam, multi-stage
TWT, this novel configuration can achieve higher output power.
Lockwood et al. are also developing a folded waveguide TWT
at 220 GHz using a multi-cathode field emission gun [85]. Additionally, Joye et al. report on the microfabrication of a 220-GHz
sheet beam amplifier using a grating-based circuit [86].
V. GYROTRONS
The gyrotron [10], [87]–[89], or electron cyclotron maser, is
a source of high-power, coherent radiation capable of generating over one megawatt of CW power at wavelengths in the
millimeter wave range and powers at the level of many tens of

kilowatts well into the terahertz range. In recent years, pulsed
and CW gyrotrons have in fact been built and tested at frequencies that exceed 1.0 THz, a major advance.
The electromagnetic radiation in a gyrotron is produced
by the interaction of a weakly relativistic gyrating electron
beam and a TE wave close to cut-off in a cavity resonator. The
gyrotron emission results from the electron cyclotron maser
or negative mass instability [89]. This instability occurs from
the point of view of quantum physics because of the unequal
spacing of the cyclotron energy levels of an electron in a magnetic field. The unequal spacing allows stimulated emission
to dominate over stimulated absorption at certain frequencies.
The dependence of an electron’s cyclotron frequency on its
energy is a relativistic effect. From a classical physics point of
view, the instability is caused by the dependence of the electron
cyclotron frequency on energy, which induces phase bunching
and coherent emission as the electron beam interacts with an
electromagnetic wave. The result is a coherent, macroscopic,
transverse, cyclotron frequency current that generates transverse EM waves.
, of the
mode of
The oscillation frequency
a cylindrical cavity of length and radius , is given by
(5)
and
) are the transwhere
verse and longitudinal propagation constants of the
wave, is the speed of light,
is the
zero of the
and is an integer.
derivative of the Bessel function
The resonance condition for the excitation of the cyclotron
resonance maser instability is met when the electron beam
satisfies the cyclotron beam mode dispersion relation:
(6)
where is the cyclotron harmonic number and the cyclotron freis defined here to include the Lorentz factor . That
quency
is, equals
, where
are the electron charge/mass
is the magnetic field. The dispersion diagram, also called
and
plot illustrated in Fig. 7, shows the region of cyclotron interaction (maximum gain of the instability) between an electromagnetic mode and a fast electron cyclotron mode (fundamental
or harmonic) as an intersection of the waveguide mode dispersion curve (hyperbola) with the beam-wave resonance line
(straight) given by (6).
, is typically small so
In (6), the Doppler shift term,
that the emission frequency is approximately given by
GHz T. If we assume that the gyrotron operates at
, where the gain is highest and we also
the fundamental
assume that the Lorentz factor is close to unity, the required
magnetic field to achieve
GHz is approximately
10.7 teslas (T). Such a high magnetic field is widely available
with modern superconducting magnets. To reach a frequency
of 1 THz in fundamental
operation, the required field
is about 36 T which is not available with the present day superconducting magnets. However, pulsed magnets of over 40 T
have been used in THz gyrotron research [90]. To overcome this
barrier, operation at the second harmonic
in magnetic
fields of 20 T also allows us the access to the terahertz frequency
range [91].
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Fig. 7.
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diagram of the gyrotron interaction.
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Fig. 9. Power levels achieved by pulsed, second harmonic gyrotrons. Results
below 400 GHz are from Notake et al. [104] and above 400 GHz from SpiraHakkarainen et al. [96].

beam by a quasi-optical system consisting of an internal
mode converter and a set of mirrors with specially contoured
surfaces. The spent electron beam travels to a collector, which
can be depressed to a negative voltage to increase the efficiency
[10].
A. High Power THz Gyrotrons Using CW Magnets

Fig. 8. Schematic drawing of a gyrotron.

Following the discovery of the electron cyclotron maser
or gyrotron, it was quickly recognized that high frequency
coherent radiation could be achieved at very high frequencies
using high magnetic fields. By 1965, in a 5 T magnet, Bott [92]
had achieved a power level of 1 Watt at 140 GHz at the fundamental
and10 mW at 280 GHz at the second harmonic
. In 1968, Hirshfield [93] generated a power level of 100
W
mW at frequencies up to 414 GHz and a power level of
at 615 GHz, using high field copper Bitter magnets available
at MIT’s Magnet Laboratory. These early results showed the
promise of the electron cyclotron maser to generate terahertz
coherent radiation. Much higher power levels were achieved
with gyrotrons developed at the Institute of Applied Physics in
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. The gyrotron is able to operate at
high output power and high efficiency by utilizing high power
electron beams, which are generated by magnetron injection
guns (MIG guns) and are transmitted through open resonators
near cutoff. A very impressive gyrotron reported in 1974 by
Zaytsev et al. [94] achieved an output power of 1.5 kW at a
frequency of 326 GHz in CW operation.
Fig. 8 illustrates the key elements of a modern gyrotron. The
electron beam is generated by a MIG. The beam passes through
a compressed magnetic field (low to high) from the cathode
to the resonator cavity which is designed to support a resonant mode with a frequency slightly above the resonant frequency. The conservation of the electron’s magnetic moment
imparts high transverse velocity to the beam electrons in the
cavity where these electrons radiate coherently at the cyclotron
frequency or its harmonics. In most modern gyrotrons, the radiation generated in the cavity is transformed into a Gaussian-like

Gyrotrons operating at high power levels are useful for
plasma heating, plasma diagnostics, materials processing, radar
and communications. High power gyrotrons can achieve an
efficiency exceeding 30% without potential depression at the
collector and 50% with collector voltage depression. High
power gyrotrons for plasma heating have been developed at
frequencies somewhat below the THz band. Most present day
plasma devices operate at magnetic fields of less than 6 T,
so that heating at the fundamental cyclotron frequency in the
plasma requires a gyrotron in the 110–170 GHz range. However, future plasma devices may operate at higher magnetic
fields, possibly above 10 T. If the plasma density is high, so
that the plasma frequency exceeds the cyclotron frequency in
the plasma, then heating at the second harmonic of the plasma
cyclotron frequency would be required. This would possibly
push the required gyrotron frequency up into the THz range,
possibly up to 500–600 GHz. Motivated by the need for higher
frequencies for plasma heating, experiments were carried out
by Grimm et al. [102] at MIT to test megawatt power level
operation of gyrotrons using very high order cavity modes,
such as the
mode. Results were obtained with short
pulses, about three microseconds, but under design conditions,
including ohmic loss, appropriate for later development as
a CW oscillator. Power levels obtained included 890 kW at
292 GHz and 270 kW at 302 GHz [95].
To achieve higher frequencies, going well into the THz band,
it is useful to combine the use of a high magnetic field with
operation at cyclotron harmonics of the gyrotron. This strategy
was used by Spira–Hakkarainen et al. [96] at magnetic fields of
up to 12 T and more recently by Notake et al. [97] at magnetic
fields of up to 8 T. In both cases, operation was at the second
harmonic of the cyclotron frequency with pulse lengths on the
microsecond time scale. A summary of the results achieved in
these two experiments is given in Fig. 9. Such gyrotrons may be
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useful for plasma scattering diagnostics, especially if the pulse
length can be extended.

TABLE III
COMMON GYROTRON FREQUENCIES USED IN DNP/NMR RESEARCH

B. High Power THz Gyrotrons Using Pulsed Magnets
A gyrotron operating at a frequency above 1.0 THz was reported in 2008 by Glyavin et al. [90]. The gyrotron used a pulsed
solenoidal magnet operating at up to 40 T. With a magnetic field
of 38.5 T, the gyrotron produced 1.5 kW of output power at a freand the pulse
quency of 1.022 THz. The pulse length was
energy was 75 mJ. This breakthrough result was an extension of
earlier work on pulsed magnet gyrotrons [98] in which 60 kW
of pulsed power had been achieved at 560 GHz. More recently,
a frequency of 1.3 THz has been obtained at 48.7 T magnetic
field [99]. It has been proposed to use a gyrotron with a pulsed
magnet for the detection of a concealed source of ionizing radiation [100]. The technique depends on observing the occurrence
of breakdown in atmospheric air near the object. The pulse duration of the electromagnetic wave must exceed the avalanche
breakdown time (10–200 ns), but could also be on the microseconds time scale. A 670 GHz gyrotron oscillator with output of
200 kW in 10 s pulses is proposed for this application [100].
C. CW THz Gyrotrons
A gyrotron can be tuned over a very wide frequency range
(100 s of GHz) by varying the magnetic field. If a highly overmoded cavity is used, the frequencies observed can be closely
spaced (step tuning in small steps) and provide very wide frequency coverage. Additional fine tuning can be achieved using
a split resonator with mechanical tuning of the cavity spacing.
This strategy was adopted to achieve a tunable “millimeter to
submillimeter” source in research at the University of Sydney by
Brand et al. [101] in 1984. A similar strategy was developed by
Idehara et al. [102] at Fukui University. By 1992, a gyrotron at
Fukui University had reached a frequency of 402 GHz in second
harmonic operation. The early gyrotrons at Fukui University
were followed by a series of gyrotrons capable of reaching increasingly higher frequency. By 2006, a frequency of 889 GHz
had been achieved at Fukui in second harmonic operation [103].
The wide range of frequency tunability achieved with these gyrotrons—almost continuously from 38 to 890 GHz—is detailed
in [103]. In 2008, a gyrotron at Fukui Univ. using a 20T superconducting magnet, operating at 30 kV, 0.5 A, achieved frequency step tunability up to 540 GHz in fundamental operation
and up to 1.08 THz in second harmonic operation [104]. These
gyrotrons, operating at power levels of order milliwatts to watts,
can be tuned to almost any desired frequency over the range of
50 to over 1000 GHz. They make very attractive sources for
spectroscopic applications.
For most spectroscopic applications, a power level of less
than 1 W is suitable. However, for plasma diagnostics and for
materials processing, power at the kilowatt level are needed.
The early results of Zaytsev et al. [94] were the first to demonstrate that such power levels could be achieved at sub-THz frequencies. More recently, interest has been renewed in these applications and progress can be expected in the development of
sources on the kilowatt power scale for applications at and above
300 GHz [105].

D. CW THz Gyrotrons for DNP/NMR
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) is an important
method for enhancing the signal in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [106]. The implementation of
DNP/NMR requires a high frequency microwave source to
excite the electron spins in the sample undergoing NMR resonance. NMR spectroscopy achieves improved resolution at very
high magnetic fields, so the required microwave frequencies
at these high fields fall into the THz range. Some examples of
required specific frequencies are illustrated in Table III.
The first implementation of a DNP/NMR system using a gyrotron was done by Becerra et al. [107] at 140 GHz at MIT in
1992. Since then, the application has moved steadily to higher
frequencies. The required gyrotron source must provide ten to
one hundred watts of output power levels with very high stability
(better than 1%). The frequency of the device must be stable to
within a few MHz. Suitable gyrotrons producing tens of watts of
output power have now been built at 250 GHz [108], 260 GHz
[109], 263 GHz [110], 330 GHz [111], 395 GHz [112] and 460
GHz [113], [114]. Because of the widespread interest in these
gyrotrons, they can be considered a special category within the
domain of THz gyrotrons. These gyrotrons are of modest size,
as documented in [113]. For example, the total package size (including magnet and cryostat) for the MIT 460 GHz gyrotron is
of the order 1 m . An important feature of these gyrotrons is
the possibility of continuous tuning over a bandwidth of almost
1% [111].
E. Future Research and Development Opportunities
Gyrotrons have now passed the breakthrough threshold by
achieving impressive power levels in the THz band. When compared with other sources, they offer several orders of magnitude higher power in the sub-terahertz region, yet of a size that
can be easily fit into a laboratory or industrial environment. Future advances in THz gyrotrons could come from many directions. Operation at very high harmonics would be very attractive; it may be possible with axis-encircling beams. Successful
operation at high harmonics has been demonstrated by Bratman
and coworkers in a large orbit gyrotron [115]. The advent of
cryogen-free, superconducting magnets will also simplify the
implementation of gyrotrons in the THz frequency band. There
is a very high interest in THz gyrotrons for DNP/NMR, which
may lead to widespread development of these gyrotrons with
high reliability and ease of control [110].
VI. FREE ELECTRON LASERS (FELS)
Free Electron Lasers (FELs) are an evolutionary development
of an analysis originated by Pierce in 1950 [52]. Although his
analysis was for longitudinal interaction, the work set the stage
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for the first emission measurements by Motz in a magnetic undulator at sub-millimeter wavelengths in 1951 [116]. Phillips
constructed the first FEL (called the ubitron) which operated at
150 keV voltage and produced 100 kW of -band power [117].
A realization by John Madey and co-workers [118] that a relativistic up-conversion could enable gain at a variety of wavelengths stretching into the visible and beyond launched worldwide efforts which have now produced radiation with wavelengths as short as 0.15 nm[119] and continuous average powers
at 1.6 microns as high as 14 kW [120]. This article will concentrate on FELs operating in the THz regime and the impact of
such long wavelength operation on the technical requirements
of the accelerator driver and thus the output emission.
A thorough discussion of the physics of the FEL is beyond
the scope of this article (see [121] for a thorough discussion).
Nonetheless it is useful to quickly review the basic operating
principles. The FEL operates via a transverse excitation of a relativistic electron beam caused by the transverse periodic magnetic field of a device called a wiggler (or undulator). The coupling between the optical field and this transverse magnetic field
leads to longitudinal bunching of the electron beam at the optical
wavelength as the beam travels through the wiggler. This establishes narrow bandwidth operation and coherence of the output
since these microbunches radiate in phase. To remain resonant
and allow the electron “surfers” to push (transfer energy to) the
optical field, the electrons slip back one optical wavelength for
each wiggler period. This slippage has significant consequences
for the optical pulse lengths and bandwidth which we will discuss further below.
, the output
For an electron beam energy
wavelength is given by the FEL resonance condition
(7)
where the wiggler period is
, the rms undulator parameter,
with the peak wiggler magnetic field
amplitude
is the electron charge and other terms have
their conventional meaning defined previously in this article.
The small signal gain of an FEL is given by

(8)
where

kA,

and
. The last three terms in the gain
, energy
formula are degradations due to finite emittance
spread
and optical electron beam overlap
. is the
peak current,
is the number of wiggler periods and is a
Bessel function. The fractional bandwidth is given by
;
and, as opposed to conventional lasers, all the electron beam
power can in principle be extracted from a narrow line within
this bandwidth. The FEL output is typically near-Fourier-transform limited for the pulse length. If the input electron beam’s
energy spread is greater than or of the same order as
,
then the gain will be reduced; electrons whose energy falls
outside this range will not provide significant gain.
Because the gain is limited to the
bandwidth, it is
clear that as electrons give up energy, they eventually fall out of
the resonance condition. The resonance condition and energy
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extraction can be sustained by changing (tapering) the wiggler
parameters as the electrons decelerate [121]. This enables very
high efficiencies of kinetic-to-radiation energy conversion.
However, the energy loss varies for different electrons in a
bunch. This sets the limit on extraction of energy; the energy
spread gradually increases as power is extracted from the
electrons and eventually the gain becomes small. In the long
wavelength regime typifying THz operation other physics may
be significant. For example, at low electron beam energies and
high current densities the space charge forces are significant;
perhaps even dominant. It is important then to treat the photon
growth process as the convective instability of a plasma wave
[122].
Another practical consideration at long wavelengths is the
impact of diffraction of the optical wave. In the THz or longer
wavelength regimes it is usually necessary to provide confinement of the optical mode during transport through the wiggler.
This may have a major impact on the tunability of the FEL since
now the dispersion of the waveguide and its intersection with
the free space FEL mode determine which wavenumbers will
be allowed. For a more thorough discussion of these effects, see
[122].
A. Practical Implementation
The capability of an FEL is to a great extent governed by
the performance characteristics of the accelerator that drives it.
Early FELs used relatively low electron beam energies (a few
to 10’s of MeV) and produced output in the millimeter to infrared wavelength regime. Several types of electron accelerators were adapted for such use with differing electron beam
characteristics. Typically when one thinks of electron accelerators the first concept is the rf linear accelerator (linac). Used
for half a century for high energy physics, medical radiology
and industrial use, thousands of such devices have been built
using both copper accelerator technology in macropulsed operation of 10 microsecond pulse trains at 100 Hz and superconducting rf technology for continuous wave operation. RF linacs
can achieve even multi-GeV electron energies though only a
few MeV is required for THz production. For the production of
THz waves they have a disadvantage, though, in that the electron pulse lengths must be a small fraction of the rf period or
excessive energy spread is imparted to the electrons. Such electron pulses thus end up being only picoseconds long. This can
only encompass a few THz wavelengths. Due to the slippage effect discussed above, only a few wiggler periods would be permitted, the bandwidth would be quite large and full coherence
is difficult to establish.
Since only relatively low electron beam energies are required
for THz generation, another sort of accelerator is feasible, the
field emission diode driven by a Cockroft-Walton or similar
pulsed high voltage generator. Voltages of up to a couple of
MeV are applied to a field emission cathode and significant currents can be produced. Though the electron beam quality from
such devices is generally not as good as from rf accelerators
the FEL requirements for the THz regime are not particularly
demanding and can generally be met. The charge from such devices is large so space charge forces are significant and typically a guide magnetic field is utilized superimposed upon the
wiggler field. The pulse lengths can be on the order of microseconds so many THz wavelengths can be provided. Very high peak
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TABLE IV
OPERATIONAL FELS IN THE THZ REGIME. DATA IS FROM [130]

powers can be produced from the high currents provided. Such
field emission cathodes have also produced beams which were
then accelerated by induction linacs producing both 140 GHz at
2 GW [123] and high power 10 micron output [124].
A fourth accelerator approach offers much potential but has
only been successfully applied in a few places. This is the DC
accelerator using a continuous wave voltage multiplier or van de
Graaff accelerator at energies up to a few MeV. Since these high
voltage sources cannot produce high average current, the FELs
are operated in current recovery mode; that is, after lasing in
the wiggler, the electron beam is sent back up the same negative
high voltage stack and collected so that only the current losses
must be made up. Alternately (termed inverted mode), the beam
can be accelerated from near ground potential to a wiggler at
high positive voltage and then the beam coasts back down to a
dump near ground potential. The high electron beam quality of a
continuous source and the long pulse length permits high power
with very narrow bandwidth, even single mode, THz generation.
B. Status and Examples
A good source for the status of FEL technology is the International Free Electron Laser Conference which occurs each year
in the late summer or early fall. The proceedings may be found
at www.jacow.org. Every year a paper is produced identifying
operating and proposed FELs with their summary level operating parameters [125]. Table IV lists the extracted information
for FELs that operate in the THz regime.
Particularly notable is the UCSB mm FEL which delivers
single-mode THz operation from a Pellatron (a proprietary van
de Graaff design) in current recovery mode for 25 microsecond
pulses [126]. An inverted example (excluding the UCSB FIR
FEL [127] which is no longer operated and the decommissioned
1 MW FOM Fusion Free Electron Maser [128]) is the Israeli
EA-FEL [129] which presently is limited to 130 GHz maximum
frequency but is ultimately aimed for 1 THz operation.
On the RF accelerator side several of the low energy machines use microtrons (multipass linacs or circular accelerators)
such as the Frascati FEL-CAT [130] at 760 microns. A unique
design in Novosibirsk [131] utilizes very low frequency (180
MHz) copper cavities and high average current in an energy-recovering racetrack microtron configuration. Average powers exceeding 400 W have been achieved at 60 microns using this de-

vice. It is in the process of being upgraded for more acceleration
passes and thereby shorter wavelength operation.
Perhaps the most productive FEL user facility in this regime
has been the FELIX device at Rijnhuisen [132]. Operational for
more than a decade, it has provided a wide range of tunable
infrared to FIR light. A sizeable publication reference portfolio
of condensed matter physics studies using the FEL can be found
on their website. This facility is planned to move to a new FEL
center at Nijmegen in the near future. A superconducting facility
in Germany at Rossendorf [133] also provides light for a broad
set of external users as well as extensive studies of magnetic
resonances in very high magnetic fields.
Two final points regarding accelerator-based sources of THz
radiation must be made concerning a non-FEL source. Significant power (100 W average, MW peak) of broadband THz has
been produced from relativistic electron beams using collective
radiation from synchrotron, edge and transition radiation [134].
These pulses are inherently broadband due to their short pulse
(near single-cycle) character. Along with FELs, these accelerator-based sources—discussed in Section VII—are making a
valuable contribution to the world’s THz radiation generation
and should be seriously considered when the power and tunability required for applications is unachievable from standard
sources. A second point to realize is that THz undulators are
now used as “afterburners” for beams out of VUV/x-ray FELs
to provide for new science via pump-probe studies with automatic temporal synchronization between the two wavelengths
since they are produced by the same electrons [135].
C. Future Research and Development Opportunities
The basic FEL interaction is well determined at this time.
However, the interaction with waveguides and transitions to free
space modes is sufficiently complicated that there is still much
to learn about optimization of such designs. Issues include mode
hopping and dead bands which appear in THz FEL systems
when users would really like continuous tunability. Also the
practical issues of making a broadband cavity outcoupler and
pulse stacking for higher single pulse energies are still open to
identification of better solutions.
VII. RELATIVISTIC BEAMLINE SOURCES
Coherent THz radiation with dramatically enhanced energy,
peak power and peak electric field is generated by coherent
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Fig. 10. (a) Representation of the electric field waveform from a beamline pulse
of sub- ps duration using a differentiated Gaussian function and (b) the power
spectral density showing significant content out to
2 THz. This mathematical model accurately characterizes typical experimental data like that shown in
[141, Fig. 1].



superposition of radiated fields emitted by relativistic electron
bunches [139]–[141]. Methods to produce this radiation include
transient interaction mechanisms such as synchrotron radiation
from a bending magnet [139], [142], [143] and transition radiation from the interface between vacuum and metal foils [141],
[144]–[146], as well as continuous interaction mechanisms such
as Cherenkov radiation from a solid dielectric [148] and undulator radiation [148].
Using transient interaction mechanisms, subpicosecond electron bunches emit coherent THz radiation in a single oscillation
cycle, ultrawideband pulse. Hence, intense, accelerator-based,
transient THz radiation sources offer great potential for studying
novel nonlinear optical phenomena in the single-cycle regime.
Coherent radiation generated via transient interactions and
ultrashort electron bunches occurs at wavelengths longer than,
or comparable to, the bunch length of the electron beam. The
, where
is the number of
radiation intensity scales with
electrons in the bunch and typically ranges from 10 10 for
an electron accelerator. If the electron bunch is compressed to
subpicosecond duration, the emitted radiation pulse can be less
than a picosecond in duration and therefore contain coherent
spectral content up to a few THz. This is readily illustrated by
modeling the radiation pulse’s electric field as a differentiated
Gaussian function, whose spectral content can be determined
from the Fourier transform, as shown in Fig. 10. Comparing
Fig. 10 to Fig. 1 of [141], verifies that this mathematical model
accurately characterizes typical experimental observations.
Transition radiation (TR) is emitted when charged particles
cross an interface between two media with different dielectric
constants [141], [144], [145], [149], [150]. For electrons passing
through the interface between a perfect conductor and vacuum,
the angular distribution of the spectral energy is [144], [150]
(9)
where is the angle between the electron trajectory and the
emitted radiation, is the angular frequency of the radiation and
the other quantities have already been defined. For relativistic
electrons
the emission is sharply peaked in the region
of small and shows a maximum for
. Coherent TR
(CTR) is expected in the region where the wavelength is equal
to or longer than the longitudinal bunch length. The intensity of
CTR is given by [146]
(10)
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is the TR intensity emitted
where is the wavelength,
from a single electron and
is the bunch form factor which
is given by the Fourier transform of the distribution function of
the electrons in the bunch. The intensity is proportional to the
number of electrons squared. The Fourier transformed spectrum
of the coherent radiation reflects the longitudinal shape of the
electron bunch. Thus measuring the spectral distribution of the
coherent radiation provides information about the bunch shape.
The main goal in designing and constructing a CTR beamline was to facilitate longitudinal bunch diagnostics using detectors outside the accelerator tunnel since the access to the linear
accelerator is extremely limited during the extended periods of
FEL user operation. A second goal was to provide a broadband
source of intense THz radiation for the development of new detection schemes and spectroscopic methods as well as for dedicated THz experiments.
A. Status
Broadband and intense THz sources are often based on coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) by short electron bunches
passing a bending magnet or coherent transition radiation
(CTR). CSR covers the frequency range up to 1–2 THz in
storage rings (BESSY, ALS, NSLS, ANKA, CLS, MAX-I,
ELETTRA, New SUBARU). The extremely short electron
bunches give the CTR the unique property of extending the
range to much higher frequencies.
The accelerator-based THz facility consists of a photo-injector, linac, a chicane bunch compressor and a CTR target.
The photocathode rf-gun is illuminated by a 3rd harmonic of
Ti:sapphire laser amplifier, producing several ps (FWHM) electron bunches with up to 1 nC charge. The electron bunches are
accelerated up to over 100 MeV and compressed down to below
1 ps after the chicane compressor.
After passing through the linac, the electron beam is incident onto a metal target that generates the transition radiation.
The coherent THz radiation is extracted from the accelerator
vacuum pipe through a diamond window or -cut crystalline
quartz window. The pulse energy is measured with a golay cell
or pyroelectric detector.
NSLS reported that pulse energies over 50 J are observed
for a 0.5 nC electron bunch
3 10 electrons radiating
coherently up to 1 THz at 2.5 Hz repetition rate [146]. With
the 1 nC charge, pulse energies as high as 100 J have been
observed. Owing to the extremely narrow bunch substructures,
high transmission from 200 GHz to about 100 THz and pulse
energies of more than 10 J have been observed at the CTR
beamline at FLASH [149].
The fs-THz beamline at Pohang Accelerator Laboratory measured the THz pulse energy 2.5 J with the beam charge of
0.16 nC and further increase of the THz pulse energy up to
J
should be feasible by increasing the bunch charge to 0.5 nC and
compressing the electron bunch length 150 fs [151].
The THz temporal field of these intense pulses is measured
by single-shot electro-optic (EO) sampling with chirped laser
pulses [152]. A small fraction of the Ti:sapphire laser output is
chirped up to several tens of ps by a grating stretcher and this linearly polarized gate pulse and the THz pulse are copropagated
through a “110” ZnTe nonlinear crystal. The THz field induces
birefringence in the crystal to rotate the polarization of the gate
pulse in proportion to the THz field, which can be measured
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Fig. 11. Power and frequency bandwidth results from four prominent international programs in beamline THz radiation source research.

by a combination of a quarter-wave plate and a polarizer. The
single cycle THz waveform can be retrieved from the difference
of the spectral profiles of the chirped gate pulse with and without
the presence of the THz field. The power spectrum of the THz
waveform can be obtained from the Fourier transformation of
the THz field. This measurement technique produces waveforms and spectra similar to those shown in Fig. 10 [141].
Fig. 11 summarizes the power and frequency bandwidth results achieved to date at the Brookhaven National Laboratory’s
National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven, NY, USA),
the Thomas Jefferson Lab National Accelerator Facility (Newport News, VA, USA), the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
(DESY) Research Center’s Free Electron Laser in Hamburg
(FLASH) facility (Hamburg, GE) and the Pohang Accelerator
Laboratory (Pohang, KR).
B. Applications
These intense THz sources have great potential for applications in nonlinear optical phenomena and other fields including
physics, chemistry, material science, biomedical science, etc
[141], [153]–[155]. It is ideally suited for time-resolved THz
spectroscopy [156]–[159] used to study chemical and biological reaction dynamics as well as THz time domain spectroscopy
(TDS) [160]–[163].
Nonlinear cross-phase modulation (XPM) in an electro-optic
crystal was demonstrated by the strong electric field associated
with intense THz radiation [141]. XPM is the optical phase
change of an EM wave due to the interaction with another
wave in a nonlinear crystal. A strong electric field of the intense
single-cycle THz pulse can induce second-order nonlinear XPM
through the Pockels effect, showing spectral shift, broadening
and modulation of copropagating near-infrared laser pulses.
The XPM-induced spectral shift and broadening depends on
the strength of THz field. The THz induced XPM effect has a
potential to control the spectral, temporal and spatial properties
of ultrashort laser pulses.
The direct excitation of coherent lattice modes in a semiconductor was investigated using intense, ultrashort terahertz pulses
where the relaxation dynamics can be studied with time-delayed
optical/IR pulses [154], [164]–[166]. Monitoring the change of
transient absorption of NIR wavelengths tuned in the vicinity
of the interband transition may allow the selective excitation
and detection of coherent lattice modes from the rest of the

thermal and incoherent phonon bath instead of the undesirable
electronic contributions during displacive excitation of coherent
phonons and restricting nonlinearities during impulsive stimulated Raman scattering that may be prohibitive for development
of certain applications.
Intense single-cycle terahertz transients allow for femtosecond coherent control of previously inaccessible antiferromagnetic magnons by means of pure magnetic-field coupling
[167]. The resonant terahertz driving force leaves other degrees
of freedom unexcited and reveals ultrafast spin dynamics in the
orbital ground state. Ultrafast interactions of the electron spin
with the orbital motion and lattice modes can be investigated
using coherent magnons.
Vibrational excitations of low frequency collective modes are
essential for functionally important conformational transitions
in proteins. Xie at al. reported the direct measurement on the
lifetime of vibrational excitations of the collective modes at
115 cm in bacteriorhodopsin [168]. The data show that these
modes have extremely long lifetime of the collective modes,
500 ps. There may be a connection between this relatively
slow anharmonic relaxation rate of approximately 10 s and
the similar observed rate of conformational transitions in proteins, which require multilevel vibrational excitations. This has
important implications for the fundamental physics of energy
relaxation rates in biomolecules and the collective molecular
dynamics.
VIII. MICROFABRICATION AND ADVANCED CATHODES
A. Microfabrication Techniques
As vacuum electron technology, especially slow-wave circuit
devices, is pushed toward the THz mark and beyond, dimensions and tolerances must shrink, leading to a need for cost-effective and precise microfabrication methods. Common fabrication methods used to produce, for example,
-band coupled-cavity devices become unthinkable in the THz regime due
to unmanageable tolerances. Along with the circuit dimensions,
the cross-sectional area for the electron beams must shrink as
well, limiting the total beam current, complicating the beam
tunnel fabrication and requiring higher current density cathodes.
Furthermore, since electromagnetic losses increase dramatically
at higher frequencies, the selection of materials is limited to
those that exhibit low millimeter wave (MMW) loss and high
thermal conductivity.
This discussion on microfabrication will focus on techniques
developed to create slow wave circuits with sub-wavelength features. The chart in Fig. 12 compares the approximate ranges
of usefulness for several candidate microfabrication techniques
that are discussed in the section below. Afterward, a discussion
of THz-relevant cathode advances is presented.
1) LIGA: The German acronym LIGA (LIthographie,
Galvanik, und Abformung) is given to a process involving photolithography, electroforming and molding. Together, LIGA
combines the precision of photolithographic methods with the
ability to electroform vacuum compatible, low loss materials
such as copper to very fine feature sizes around removable,
photoresist-based molding agents. Originally developed for
use with a synchrotron-based X-ray source [169], it has been
pushed into the low-cost arena by the advent of ultraviolet
lithography photoresists and methods [170]–[172].
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Fig. 12. Scaling curves for typical dimensions of a CCTWT circuit, a folded
waveguide circuit and a grating circuit indicating typical ranges of microfabrication for various technologies.

Fig. 13. Processes for UV-LIGA and DRIE illustrating pathways to form both
all-metal and metalized silicon circuits (a)–(d) illustrate the UV-LIGA method
(e)–(h) show the DRIE method on silicon, which is then metalized. The sequence (h),(i),(d) shows a way to use silicon as a mold for electroforming an
all-metal circuit. Photo (j) is a DRIE-etched G-band silicon grating metalized
with Ti and Au and (k) is an all-copper grating made following the UV-LIGA
track.

With the quickly growing interest in developing UV-LIGA
techniques, there is much promise for accurately microfabricating VEDs in the MMW through the THz ranges (Fig. 12).
A chart illustrating a UV-LIGA process on copper is shown
in Fig. 13, parts (a) through (d). In part (a), a polished copper
substrate is coated with a thick layer of highly viscous photoresist, such as SU-8, which is subsequently baked to expunge the
solvents and then exposed to UV through a photolithographic
mask to transfer the fine patterns. A post-exposure bake completes the crosslinking reaction to harden the SU-8 where it was
exposed. In (b), the uncrosslinked SU-8 is removed chemically,
leaving behind a pattern of crosslinked SU-8 adhered to the
copper substrate. Next, the substrate is placed in a copper
electroforming solution to fill the volume around the SU-8 with
copper and the resulting structure is then ground to the desired
thickness (c). Finally, the SU-8 is removed, leaving behind
an all-copper 220-GHz structure (d). A completed, all-copper
grating is shown in Fig. 2(k) using the UV-LIGA method
described in [171].
SU-8 is notorious for being extremely resistant to attack by
chemicals and is therefore very difficult to remove [173], although certain molten salts have been shown to work very well
[171]. An alternative photoresist for UV-LIGA that has been
used for MMW VEDs is KMPR, a photoresist similar to SU-8
that is much easier to remove [172]. KMPR is also much softer
than SU-8, which can potentially lead to bowing in high aspect ratio pillar structures or deformation during polishing and it
must be stored below
C. An all-copper -band staggered
vane TWT has been successfully fabricated using KMPR [172].
Several groups have successfully used X-ray LIGA [53],
[172], [173], [176], which has the advantage of forming very
straight sidewalls and vertical aspect ratios of up to 100:1,
but this technique requires a costly synchrotron X-ray source,
several hours of exposure time and gold masks instead of the
much cheaper chrome masks used in the UV range.
2) Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE): Deep reactive ion
etching (DRIE) is a highly anisotropic etching process for silicon [177] or, more recently, SiC, that produces high vertical as-

pect ratios up to 50:1 with sidewall scallop roughness as low as
50 nm [178] using the Bosch process [179]. Features at tens of
m/s.
nanometers are achievable [180] with etch rates around
Referring to Fig. 13, steps (e) through (h): first, a silicon wafer
is coated with a thin layer of SiO , followed by a thin coating of
photoresist (e). After UV exposure, the photoresist is stripped
leaving a micropattern of exposed SiO . The exposed SiO is
then etched away and then the photoresist is removed, leaving
behind a micropattern of SiO on silicon (f). A chamber is filled
with few hundred milli-Torr of fluorine-containing gas, such as
SF . RF fields ionize the gas, producing reactive agents that etch
the silicon substrate where the SiO coating is not present. This
etch step by itself is not suitable for forming high aspect ratio
structures, so a gas such as C F is let in to passivate the sidewalls against further etching. Subsequently, this Bosch process
[179] repeats the etch step, followed by the passivation step,
etc. until the desired etch depth is reached (g). Finally, the remaining SiO is stripped off and the silicon is metalized, first
with a thin layer of titanium followed by a highly conductive
metal, usually copper or gold at least a few skin depths thick
(h). While this method produces very clean and precise structures with promise well beyond the THz barrier, depths much
beyond a few hundred microns are difficult to obtain. Due to
the ion transport of the plasma during the process, a constant
etch depth is extremely difficult to maintain when the features
incorporate wide variations in etch widths [186], although the
use of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) etch-stop substrates mitigates
much of this problem. Silicon is still not as attractive as copper
from a thermal management standpoint for high power devices.
A -band metalized grating fabricated by DRIE is shown in
Fig. 13(j).
An optional step to create metal circuits from a silicon mold
could be implemented by copper electroforming the resulting
DRIE structure in Fig. 13(h), followed by dissolution of the silicon substrate in order to create an all-copper circuit (i).
Even with drawbacks of metalized silicon, DRIE has proven
to work for sub-MMW VEDs. The Northrop Grumman TWT
oscillator, described in Section IV, was fabricated using DRIE
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techniques with 8:1 vertical aspect ratios [54] and they continue
to use this method for folded waveguide amplifiers at 220 and
670 GHz [57]. A -band suspended meanderline slow-wave
circuit was successfully fabricated with DRIE in [182].
3) Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) Methods: Electrical discharge machining (EDM) methods rely on a small
plasma discharge between the electrode (wire or block) and the
workpiece and are usually performed submerged in de-ionized
water or dielectric oil with localized flow to flush out debris.
Since the process relies on plasmas to vaporize local material,
it is insensitive to the hardness of the material. A side-effect
of the plasma evaporation is that the surfaces are rougher than
those cut by many other methods, increasing electromagnetic
losses.
In the case of Wire EDM (WEDM), a brass, molybdenum or
tungsten wire on the order of 0.02–0.40 mm diameter is held
taught and continuously spooled as the electrode generating the
discharge. While the movements of this wire are very precise
and the tolerances can be as low as 1–2 m, the minimum size
of internal slots and features is limited to the size of the pilot
hole that can be drilled through the material [48] and internal
corner radii are limited to the wire radius plus the plasma discharge thickness. WEDM is also only useful for cutting entirely
though a given chord of the workpiece, limiting the types of
structures that can be fabricated. Most WEDM machines have
4-axis control in order to create more complex shapes such as
tapers and cones.
Sinker EDM (SEDM) generally makes use of a graphite or
tungsten block or rod shaped to the inverse of the desired pattern
that is then lowered into the workpiece in order to ablate the
desired impression into it. SEDM can also be used to create 3-D
side pockets in the work piece that cannot be created by other
means. SEDM has been used to successfully manufacture fine
beam tunnels and resonators boxes for EIKs [183], [184].
4) Computer Numerical Control (CNC) Machining: Traditional computer numerical control (CNC) machining tends
-band. For fine scale, high
to struggle at anything above
aspect ratio features, traditional machining methods are tedious
with metals due to the need to backfill each delicate cut with
an epoxy or plastic filler to prevent deformation during the
cutting movements. However, these steps are not necessary in
the recent demonstration of the so-called nano-CNC machining
techniques, which have proven to extend the capability into the
MMW region [172]. Nevertheless, micro cutting tools require
very high spindle speeds in excess of 20 000 RPM and also
wear during operations, decreasing the precision of the cuts.
Typical tolerances are 5 microns. It is not expected that CNC
machining will be appropriate for sub-MMW and THz VEDs.
5) Laser Ablation: While laser ablation can produce very
fine features with high precision, the process is very slow because the debris must be cleared out before more material can
be ablated. Furthermore, due to the need to focus the laser beam,
the ablation speed can be slower for deep, high aspect ratio cuts.
In general, laser machining produces poor definition of edges on
materials such as copper, which tend to melt instead of ablate
due to high reflectivity and high thermal conductivity. Nonetheless, a sub-MMW Smith-Purcell radiator has been fabricated

using laser ablation techniques for interaction at 500 GHz [185].
Laser machining does excel at cutting brittle materials such as
diamond or silicon-based materials and for the boring of very
small holes.
6) Diamond Techniques: Diamond is attractive for high
power MMW and sub-MMW circuits for its superior thermal
conductivity characteristics, vacuum compatibility, low dielectric losses and resistance to deformation under stress. Novel,
patented techniques have been developed by Teraphysics Corp.
to fabricate a 650 GHz gold microhelix with diamond supports
[65] and a 650 GHz diamond-based, biplanar, interdigital BWO
[186], [187].
B. Cathodes
The challenges associated with microfabricating interaction
circuits are perhaps trumped by the difficulties in fabricating
miniature cathodes with extremely tight tolerances. The vast
plurality of cathode research approaches serves to emphasize
the enormity of this challenge.
1) Microtailored Cathodes: Tailoring the properties of
cathodes becomes increasingly important as the cathode sizes
shrink. Calabazas Creek Research has recently demonstrated
reservoir cathodes with controllable porosity using fine tungsten
and tungsten-rhenium wire wrapped into a bundle to form long,
straight porous channels through which barium can efficiently
diffuse. As the low work-function barium evaporates from the
surface, more is ready to replenish it, leading to a high current
density, long life cathode. The cathode is currently undergoing
lifetime testing at A/cm and is expected to exhibit a 32,000
hour lifetime at
A/cm [188] for zero and low compression
techniques, which reduces the emittance of the electron beam
for transport though increasingly small VED beam tunnels at
increasing frequency [189].
2) Edge Emitters: Microfabricated sheet beam guns could
potentially receive a boost from research in edge-type field emitters, which lend themselves to planar microfabrication techniques. Copper knife-edge cathodes could be convenient for fabrication with UV-LIGA techniques [190], but have not been rigorously demonstrated to date. Refractory metal edge emitters
can be fabricated by lithography and etching of thin films [191].
A considerable increase in current density is needed for THz applications, however.
3) Spindt Cathodes and Field Emitter Arrays: A very exciting demonstration of a working 100-W -band TWT using
a Spindt-type field emitter array (FEA) of sharpened molybdenum cathodes achieved 15.4 A/cm over long time scales until
a failure occurred [192]. It was recently discovered that a thickened insulating oxide layer between the tips and the gate could
prevent these failures, which were originally blamed on overheating of the tips [193]. Spindt-type cathodes show promise for
future integration into MMW and sub-MMW VEDs using microfabrication techniques, with potential current density above
100 A/cm .
4) Carbon Nanotube Cathodes: Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
are allotropes of carbon typically a few nanometers in diameter
and have been grown as long as 18 cm in length [194]. Due to
their extremely high aspect ratios, they exhibit extraordinarily
high electric field enhancement at the tips, making it easy to emit
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Fig. 14. Diamond amplifier concept and assemblies at NRL.

electrons at low voltages. Unfortunately, it has proven very difficult to make high current density, long life CNT-type cathodes
to date.
Recently, a CNT cathode fabricated with a thermal gradient
to tailor the CNTs was reported yielding 100 mA over a 0.7 cm
area [195]. High-aspect-ratio carbon-fiber field emission cathodes coated with cesium-iodide have survived over 1 million
pulses at 165 kV at a 50 A/cm current density [196]. These
cathodes were large ( 10 cm diameter), designed for high
power microwave generation. It remains to be determined
whether a similar coating technique can enhance small CNT
cathodes suitable for THz regime VEDs.
By combining nanoparticles, CNTs and zinc-oxide tetrapods,
it was shown that emission could be enhanced over raw CNTs
[197]. A hybridized FEA/CNT concept yielded a microgated
electron source generating 10 mA over a 0.64 mm area [198]
and another report achieved 25 A/cm with a total current of
0.1 mA [199].
5) Scandate Cathodes: Advances in nano- and micron-sized
scandate-doped tungsten powder-based cathodes continue to
push a frontier in high current density cathode research. Tungsten is typically doped with a few percent scandia Sc O ,
pressed and sintered, then impregnated with barium calcium
aluminates to reduce the workfunction. Recent work with
these micropowders has resulted in cathodes emitting over
A/cm at
C and maintaining A/cm for well over
5500 hours at
C [200]. Nanoparticle scandate cathodes
are also under development for sheet beam sources at 220 GHz
[201]. Tungsten cathodes coated with 200 nm Sc O show a
reduction in work function from 4.55 to 2.35 eV; and with the
further addition of BaO, achieve 1.41 eV [202].
6) Diamond Current Amplifier: A novel concept is being developed at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) involving
the amplification of beam current by a thin single-crystal diamond film with negative electron affinity [203] (Fig. 14). Current gains on the order of 100, resulting in output current densities beyond 100 A/cm , are expected once a bias is applied
through the diamond film to accelerate the electrons. This is
another technology that could maintain performance for THz
VEDs as components shrink.
7) Laser-Heated Button Cathode: In order to minimize the
problems with tolerances and reduce the complexity of the typical cathode assembly, a minimalist 0.3 mm diameter cathode
for high frequency VEDs was welded to fine tungsten wire supports and was used in conjunction with laser heating, resulting in

Fig. 15. Current achievements in power versus frequency for THz and
near-THz VED sources. The sources include three cateogories: (1) compact
sources with high mobility; (2) compact gyrotrons with moderate mobility; and
(3) stationary accelerator-based sources. Specific VED types include: BWOs,
clinotrons, orotrons, TWTs, EIKs, gyrotrons (gyro), FELs, and BL sources
using either CTR or CSR.

no measureable movement of the cathode during and after 500
thermal cycles including excursions to beyond 900 C [204].
C. Future Research and Development Opportunities
Many groups have had to invest in their own evaluations
of microfabrication methods to determine which ones would
meet the criteria for VED fabrication. Comparisons include
UV-LIGA and X-Ray LIGA, WEDM, SEDM, and even laser
ablation [48], [183]. Others have compared LIGA and DRIE
[53], [57], [175]. For UV-LIGA, SU-8 has been pitted against
KMPR and nano-CNC [172]. Further progress to develop
microfabricated VED circuits for high power THz radiation
sources must certainly continue this path and abandon the
standard fabrication techniques that have been around for
decades. Since component and assembly tolerances will be a
key factor, there is a strong incentive to move away from heated
cathodes, if any other technology can prove itself. Trends toward monolithic devices, where all microfabrication, including
for the cathodes, is carried out on one substrate, would appear
advantageous to maintain alignment and tolerance and for cost
effectiveness, as components push to THz frequencies and
beyond.
IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Fig. 15 summarizes the maximum-power-versus-frequency
performance, to date, (both CW or average and peak) of VED
sources of THz and near-THz coherent radiation. When viewed
in such detail, the THz gap is far from an empty wasteland of
technology choices.
THz VEDs cover over 12 orders of magnitude in power and
over two orders of magnitude in frequency. In terms of powerfrequency characteristics, the device choices include roughly
three classes.
1) Compact sources with high mobility. These include BWOs
and their relatives, EIKs and TWTs. They currently fill
a performance window of 0.1–1.0 THz and 10 –10 W
(CW and pulsed).
2) Compact gyrotrons with moderate mobility. These currently fill a performance window of 0.1–1.0 THz and
10 –10 W (CW and pulsed).
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3) Stationary accelerator-based sources. These include FELs
and beamline sources. They currently fill a performance
window of 0.2–10 THz (and beyond) and 10–10 W
(average and pulsed).
Further progress is already underway to increase power and
bandwidth, improve stability and continuous tunability, decrease size and weight, increase efficiency and reduce costs for
THz-regime BWOs and clinotrons, EIKs, TWTs, gyrotrons,
FELs, and BL sources. Further development of materials
and microfabrication techniques, new, high-current-density,
long-lived, miniature cathodes, novel beam configurations and
more precise alignment and assembly techniques are especially
important to enable further advances of the most compact
VED sources. Further advances of gyrotrons will derive from
methods to operate at high harmonics and the development of
cryogen-free, superconducting magnets. Advances in accelerator-based sources such as FELs and beamlines will follow
from better fundamental understanding and control of mode
hopping and stability, broadband radiation output coupling and
control and pulse stacking for higher single pulse energies. New
methods for THz metrology and electromagnetic characterization of material properties and components’ electromagnetic
performance will benefit all classes of high power THz VED
sources.
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